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The latest dealer technology can improve
operations and increase profitability in so many
ways. Here is a look at the most popular systems
and the dealers that use them.
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EDITORIAL
Visiting Dallas earlier this month for the AOPD
conference, I was once again struck by the
togetherness and resilience shown by the
independent dealer channel.
While it was still relatively early days in the current
coronavirus pandemic and information was only
beginning to come out on how we should behave
and what we should expect, there was still a
palpable sense that we were facing a serious public
health crisis.
In the light of that, the event’s organizers went out
of their way to make us feel welcome, well looked
after and, most importantly of all, safe.
AOPD executive director Mark Leazer spoke
at both the Welcome Reception (Texas-themed
naturally) and the Opening Session about the
need for sensible precautions, such as reducing
personal contact, avoiding unnecessary contact
with communal surfaces and the judicious upkeep
of personal hygiene standards.
This enabled the meeting to progress and allowed
those gathered to get business done and, just
as importantly, share best practice and industry
advice—just as the IDC has always done.
It has also always pulled together in times of need,
with countless of stories of dealers helping each
other and those in their local communities. I fear that
this pandemic may prove to be one of those times.
At INDEPENDENT DEALER we will be working on
an issue that will hopefully be able to provide some
information, advice and inspirational stories about
how dealers are facing the difficulties this virus is
bound to present. Please contact me if you have any
questions you would like answered, or indeed any
information and advice you think might be helpful.
In the meantime, try and follow government and
CDC guidelines, and most important of all, stay safe.
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West Virginia dealer celebrates
75 years in the same location
Ed Haller was a
salesperson in the 1940s
selling carbon paper.
He came from Wheeling,
West Virginia, where he
once worked for a local
office supply store. He
moved back there in
1945 and opened his
own store, Wheeling
Office Supply.
According to Rodd
Haller, current owner and
president of Wheeling
Office Supply and Ed’s
grandson, the dealership
originally sold pens,
paper, carbon paper,
ledger paper and most
likely ink for fountain pens. “Your basic items that you don’t sell as
much of anymore,” said Rodd.
“My dad, Gibb Haller, took over the business in 1969 and I started
working there part time in the mid-1970s,” recalled Rodd. He
delivered packages in town and performed basic janitorial duties.
During the 50s and 60s the dealership concentrated on stationery
supplies. Then in 1980 Wheeling Office Supply started to sell metal
desks and files produced by Haskell.
Back then, Wheeling had a furniture showroom on the third floor,
which was accessed by a freight elevator. “It wasn’t the greatest
situation to sell furniture, but we did sell some,” said Rodd. In 1991
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More than paper.
Peace of mind.

Made from 100% virgin wood fiber that is sourced from sustainably managed North
American forests, Domtar EarthChoice® Office Paper lets you make a statement about
your commitment to the environment. This dependable everyday paper runs smoothly on
copiers, laser printers and inkjet printers. Plus, it meets the standards of the Forest
Stewardship Council® (FSC®) and is Rainforest Alliance Certified™.
Visit domtar.com/earthchoice to learn more.
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Gibb purchased the empty theater
next door, demolished it and built an
expanded furniture showroom with
room left over for door-side parking.
“We expanded the office supply
showroom and brought all the furniture
down to what was at one time our office
supply showroom, so the furniture’s
on the first floor now,” added Rodd.
He started to work full time for the
dealership in 1985 and assumed the
presidency in 2004.

The dealership is first call with S.P.
Richards and when the wholesaler
began to expand its offering to include
breakroom and janitorial more than a
decade ago, Wheeling was a willing
convert. Like many independents at
that time, said Rodd, he started to
sell products that he never previously
thought he would sell.
Today, retail accounts for just ten
percent of sales. The store sees about
20 customers a day and most of those

Arizona desert bike rides by Wist
employees raise $75,000+ for City of Hope
For the fifth straight year, the Wist/City of Hope team registered to
compete in the “24 Hours in the Old Pueblo” mountain bike race
held north of Tucson, Arizona on February 15 and 16.
“We shared our recent ‘Pedal for Hope’ campaign benefiting
City of Hope’s National Business Products Industry drive honoring
Stephanie Dismore of Hewlett Packard and her 2020 REINVENT
HOPE Campaign,” said Peter Drozdowicz, financial manager at
Wist Business Supplies & Equipment, Tempe, Arizona.
The event is a 24-hour long race in which teams must complete
as many laps as possible. Each lap is a 16-mile single-track course
through the open desert. This year, Wist Shawn Menke from Office
Essentials to compete in four different event categories.
“One of our five-person coed teams placed third in its category,
while a couple of other teams were in serious contention for
strong finishes before falling victim to mechanical issues or
crashes in later stages of the race,” said Peter. “Most importantly,
all 30 of our team riders competed hard and dedicated a
weekend of mountain bike racing to raise more than $75,000 for
City of Hope (at current count).
“Andy Ishi from City of Hope also made the amazing effort to find
us in the middle of the desert and join our group the evening before
the event,” said Peter. “He provided us with encouragement and
insight regarding the wonderful happenings at City of Hope.”

would be considered elderly. “What
we do now with our retail store is keep
the shelves pretty full and use it as our
picking area for our orders,” said Rodd.
For the dealership’s 75th anniversary,
a new banner will go up on the side of
the building, which is in more or less the
same location as the dealership started
75 years ago. A television commercial
already produced will be updated and
broadcast to further recognize the
anniversary.

Butler Business Products,
Houston, holds successful new
products show

Fiesta in February was the theme for the New
Products Show held by Butler Business Products,
Houston, on February 20. “A cold front came
through and it was raining,” said Stacy Duke,
president. “But even so, it was really well attended; I
was surprised.”
Attendees saw products from 16 different
vendors, including manufacturer reps. “Pilot was
a big sponsor, along with HP and S.P. Richards,
who arranged for the Rubbermaid truck to show
up,” said Stacy. Food was provided by MIKS of
Schulenburg, Texas.
Sound Connection provided a DJ who played
Latin music and also gave out door prizes. Lucky
customers went away with tickets to the Houston
Live Stock Rodeo, a video doorbell and several
restaurant gift cards. “Acco donated everything on
their table, Energizer did a basket, as did HP and
Hammermill,” added Stacy.
“The most fun was the piñata,” she said. “We filled
it with a couple bottles of tequila and candy and all
the customers enjoyed hitting it.”
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Mac Papers sold in private equity-backed deal
Jacksonville, Florida-based Mac
Papers, one of the largest distributors
of paper, packaging, facility supplies
and office products in the Southeast,
has been sold to private equity fund
Monomoy Capital Partners, ending
three generations of ownership by the
McGehee family.
The sale includes its subsidiaries, Mac

Papers Envelope Converters and All
Square Digital Solutions.
Running the company under
Monomoy’s ownership will be current
COO Rick Mitchell, who also assumes
the title of president. The rest of Mac
Papers’ management team, including
CFO Greg Gay, EVP of Paper Craig
Boortz, VP of packaging Chris McCabe,

regional manager Carter Whiddon, VP
of purchasing Steve Collins and VP of
Mac National Jeff Harris, will continue in
their roles.
All members of the Sutton family have
left the company, with both David (left)
and Sutton McGehee (right), having
stayed on a short time to help with the
transition. Both previously served as
president and CEO of the business.
“We have felt privileged to lead
the business our fathers Frank and
Tom started 55 years ago and we
are confident that it will continue to
grow and enjoy a very bright future
under Monomoy’s ownership,” Sutton
McGehee said in a statement.
Monomoy is a private equity firm with
$1.6 billion in committed capital that
invests in middle-market businesses in
the manufacturing, industrial, distribution
and consumer products sectors. Set
up in 2005, one of its early acquisitions
was that of aftermarket imaging supplies
manufacturer Katun, a business it sold in
2017 to Taiwan-based General Plastic.

New York dealer FM Office
Express rebrands

In Oklahoma, Merrifield
donates furniture to child
services organization

New York state dealer FM Office Express, which also owns Stevens Office
Interiors, has consolidated its businesses under a single brand, Intivity. The
new name came into effect at the beginning of the year.
The company previously operated four main go-to-market brands in the New
York state market: FM Office Express, FM Office Products, Merkel Donohue
and Stevens Office Interiors. Fabricio Morales, president and CEO, said
the various trading names had made it difficult for customers to relate to the
company and its identity, and as a result a new corporate name was needed.
Fabricio worked with a marketing firm to develop the new identity and
focused on the furniture offering as a differentiator between the dealership
and its competitors. The word Intivity combines elements of what the reseller
does and how it does it. The “In” prefix is derived from interiors, innovation
and inspiration, while “tivity” relates to creativity, productivity, simplicity,
connectivity and unity.
Intivity operates out of premises in Rochester, Syracuse, Albany and New
York City. It acquired Stevens Office Interiors in 2018. “The new name supports
our corporate purpose,” added Fabricio.

Making a donation of furniture to Court
Appointed Special Advocates (CASA),
which works hand in hand with the
courts to support troubled children,
was the most recent good deed
performed by Merrifield Office Plus in
Enid, Oklahoma. “I cannot tell you how
many times we have gotten involved
with someone needing furniture,” said
Joe Merrifield, co-owner.
The dealership did a drawing of the
site and then went to work updating the
CASA office. “We retooled their front
area in the county building in Stillwater
[Oklahoma],” said Joe. The furniture
was delivered and assembled by
Merrifield employees.
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Jennifer Smith, CEO of
In Iowa, Tallgrass acquires
Minnesota dealer Innovative,
two dealerships
covers core values in Forbes

Last month, Jennifer Smith, CEO of Innovative
Office Solutions, Burnsville, Minnesota,
had an article published in Forbes on how
business owners can leverage their core
values to improve business operations.
Jennifer wrote that when she started
Innovative, she developed a list of core
values that her business should embody. She
realized that for the values to be effective, she
had to do more than just share the list with
employees; she also needed to engrain the
concepts into every business activity.
As Innovative grew and became
successful, Jennifer said the most important
consideration was “to see daily how our core
values have shaped us into the company we
are today”. Some of the values she discussed
included hiring, firing, learning from
successes and failures, differentiating from
competition and empowering employees to
fix problems.
“Most companies have core values, but
they often get lost in the daily shuffle,” she
said. “It can take some serious work to get
into a company-wide habit of looking at
everything through the lens of your values,
but it’s worth it.”
“Since our inception we have gone from
ten to seven [values] and found that seven is
the right number for covering the important
aspects of our culture,” she concluded.
You can read the full Forbes article here.
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Last November was an especially busy time at Tallgrass Business
Resources, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, as the dealership finalized two
acquisitions. On November 1, the dealership added Best Office
Supplies and Services (BOSS), with headquarters in Clinton and
additional locations in Monticello and Eldridge, Iowa.
“The owner, Brad Seidel, started to talk to us early in 2019,” said
Carly Crantham, chief operating officer. He wanted an organization that
reflected his own business model and values, and at the end of the day
felt that Tallgrass was the best fit.
“We agreed to keep his employees on and we wanted to keep the
Clinton location open as it works with our market area,” said Grantham.
The second acquisition was Dewitt Office Center in Dewitt, Iowa, and
took place right after the BOSS acquisition. “It was about 20 minutes
from the Clinton location and was just a transfer of customers,” said
Grantham.
Since the acquisitions, supply sales have increased roughly 20
percent. The Clinton location included a retail store which has seen
an increase in furniture sales. A furniture showroom was added in late
February and the Clinton team has been trained on processing larger
contract furniture orders.

Wisconsin dealer E-Z Office Products
supports buy local effort with Coffee Fest

Coffee Fest has proven to be a successful promotion by E-Z Office
Products, Madison, Wisconsin. The event was to benefit the local buy
local organization Dane (County) Buy Local.
“The purpose of the event was to get out and have coffee and have
fun,” said Rose Molz, president. The event was held February 12 for
two and a half hours in the morning and featured all local members who
made coffee, roasted coffee or served coffee, including a couple of
restaurants.
E-Z Office exhibited and gave away boxed water from Boxed Water Is
Better. People asked Rose why she would
sponsor this event because the
dealership doesn’t make
coffee. She responded that
it’s not about what you sell;
it’s more about supporting
the local economy.
“It was a
terrific event
and people had
a lot of fun,”
added Rose.
She plans to
sponsor the
event again
next year.
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Massachusetts piano man works for BBE Interiors

During the day Kaz Smith works on deliveries and installation at BBE Interiors, Pittsfield,
Massachusetts, but once his workday is finished he reverts to his avocation and plays
piano at a variety of outlets.
Smith mostly performs music by classical composers such as Beethoven, Chopin,
Debussy and the South Korean Yiruma. He appears at various venues, but locations
such as the Hillcrest Cancer Center and the Villages at Laurel Lake, a senior assisted
living facility, have become his favorite places to play because of the positive reaction
he receives there.
“I realized what my playing did for people,” said Kaz. “It brought people a lot of joy and
some people said it was healing. So I made it my work to go around to different places
that have pianos and play for people.”
Kaz had sold cars in
the past, so he hopes to
move into sales or project
management at BBE
Interiors. “He’s been a great
addition,” said Dan Proskin,
BBE president. “He has
aspirations to grow within
our company. I’ve stressed
to him to use his time as part
of my install team to learn
and as a stepping stone to
that next level.”

In Kentucky, Barren County Business Supply Hosts
“Game Night” at the local elementary school
Barren County Business Supply, Glasgow, Kentucky, held its first game night recently at
the local Highland Elementary School. The dealership brought over educational games
it sells and set up a table for each game on the evening of February 20.
‘We had eight games there that night with one table per game,” said Gina Chambers,
business development. Students attended with their parents and families and could go
around and play the games. If they won they received a ticket, which made them eligible
for a door prize.
Game Night was held from 5:30 to 7:30pm. “We allowed the students to go around
and play the games with their
parents and families, and we
fed them pizza,” said Gina.
About 70 people attended.
“It was a fun night,” she
added.
While there are no plans at
present, the dealership will
absolutely consider doing
this again. “We really enjoyed
it, the school really enjoyed it
and, of course, the kids did
too,” said Gina. “This will be
the first of many, hopefully.”
MARCH 2020
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Spokane-based
Kershaws
promotes a
riding contest for
customers
When employees at Kershaw’s
Inc., Spokane, first laid eyes
on the Lorell Exercise Bike,
their first reaction was to try it
out. After that, the next thought
was to have a riding contest for
customers.
From January 27 through
February 14, Kershaw’s
looked for the most active
office in Spokane. Volunteers
were recruited and given an
exercise bike for two days.
Companies could have up to
five people on a team and total
miles ridden were divided by
the number of riders to arrive at
an average per employee.
CLEAR Chiropractic
Spokane was the winner of the
Active Office Challenge. Its
team rode a total of 226 miles,
which averaged 56.5 miles
per person, and was awarded
the Lorell exercise bike. The
contest generated a fair
amount of interest and another
one has been announced for
later this spring.
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Current Office Solutions of Ohio
supports local baseball
The staff at Current Office Solutions,
Bryan, Ohio, got behind the effort
of two high school seniors as
they enlisted the support of area
businesses to have Community
Patron signs displayed during the
spring and summer season of the
Bryan Baseball program.
Connor Arthur and Nate Miller
spent time during their senior year
designing this project, presenting to
the park board and meeting with 19
different local business owners to present their proposal and ask for support.
Each business contributed $150 to become a patron.
The final slot on the sign was purchased by senior players on the Bryan High
School varsity baseball team as a way for them to continue to support and give
back to the Bryan Baseball Association. The sign will renew each year, which
will provide funding for the program for years to come.
“We are so happy to help Connor and Nate give back to the Bryan
community through the Bryan Baseball program,” said Amanda Brown, sales
representative at Current Office Solutions. “We’re excited to have our business
displayed this season, but even more excited to see a project that will continue
to help and serve our community.”

Office Essentials, St.
Louis, donates paper to
Catholic schools

Office Essentials, St. Louis, donated 30
cases of paper to St. Patrick’s School
in Springfield, Illinois, just in time for
Christmas. This is the second year in
a row that Office Essentials and Jim
Porter, CEO, donated paper to St.
Patrick’s.
The donation came at the request of
Selvaggio Steel, Springfield, which is a
customer of Office Essentials. Another
50 cases at a discounted rate, which
was absorbed by Salvaggio, were split
between Saint Agnes and Little Flower
Schools, both of which are also in
Springfield.
St. Patrick’s Catholic School is really
a Mission school that Catholics support
on that side of town and has a hard
time funding its education programs.

Friends Office, Ohio, competes in chili cook-off to support cancer patients
For the fifth year in a row, a team from Friends
Office, Findlay, Ohio, competed in the Chili
Cook-Off for Cancer Patient Services (CPS) of
Hancock County. “Twenty local businesses and
organizations each made 20 gallons of chili,”
said Ashley Barger, marketing manager. Close
to 1,500 people attended the event, where they
voted on the best chili.
Four different awards were given to
competitors, and Friends Office placed in
three categories. They took second place for
People’s Choice Chili and second place for Best
Decorated Booth. Friends also won third place for
Judges’ Favorite Chili. “We have won some kind
of award every single year we have competed,”
said Ashley.
“The Chili Cook-Off is the largest fundraiser
for CPS,” said Ashley. CPS provides direct
services to cancer patients including help with
medical supplies, counseling, healing arts
therapy and financial assistance up to $2,500
per patient per year.
MARCH 2020
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JB Office named to Inc.
list of fastest-growing
California companies

Inc. magazine has named JB Office,
Chatsworth, California, to its inaugural ranking
of the fastest-growing California-based
private companies. The 250 companies
on the list represent the most successful
companies within the California economy.
“It is pretty amazing to win this award in
one of the most competitive states in the
country,” said Julian de Salay, president
and CEO. Between 2016 and 2018 JB Office
experienced growth of 137 percent. “We
were ranked 167th, which is pretty cool,
added Julian.
The fastest-growing private companies in
California—representing cities from San Diego
to Sacramento—saw their combined total
revenues climb 168 percent to a collective
$5.5 billion between 2016 and 2018. They are
also job creators, adding 26,000 people to
California payrolls.

Northwest dealers combine to form Strive
Workplace Solutions
Strive Workplace
Solutions is the
new name and
brand for a group
of dealerships
primarily located in
the northwest U.S.
The new dealership
combines the
businesses of
Southwest Office Supply and Interiors, Portland, Oregon; Office Value
Supplies & Interiors, Meridian, Idaho; Cascade Office Supply, Bend,
Oregon; and ROSI Workplace Solutions, Salt Lake City.
“After 53 years of growth and acquisitions and expansion, now it is time
to bring all of our companies under one brand,” said Jeff Lurcook, Strive
president. “This spring we will become Strive Workplace Solutions.”
Strive will be based in Portland, the president will be located in
Meridian and sales management will run from Salt Lake City. In
addition to rebranding, Strive will upgrade its operating system and
website to deliver the most up-to-date technology and customer
experience possible.

GO AHEAD
Move up to the
industry's most advanced
dealer software.

YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO

The industry keeps changing and
you won't be able to keep up if
your technology doesn't.
Move up to SSI Edge and leave
outdated software, restrictive
e-commerce and big fee increases
behind.
● New, fully graphical, software
● Customizable, Web-based
interface
● The industry's fastest Web store
● Modern technology platform
● Experienced, responsive
support staff
● Focused on office products
dealers.

www.ssiop.com | 905–939–1080 | sales@ssiop.com
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SECRETS of success
Current Office Solutions, Bryan, Ohio
Business started close to 30 years ago
for Current Office Solutions in Bryan,
Ohio, when the dealership started to
sell office machines. Not long after that
supplies were added to the offering.
Current is located in a rural area in the
northwest corner of Ohio and serves
primarily rural customers.
The area covers about 100 square
miles and takes the dealership across
state lines into Indiana and Michigan.
“We don’t go into the larger cities,”
says Derek Allen, chief financial officer.
“We don’t go into Toledo, which is an
hour east of us, and we don’t go into
Fort Wayne, which is an hour to the
west. We kind of stay in rural areas.”
The market might be rural Ohio, but
there is no lack of customers. There
are many local businesses in this
environment, including manufacturing
plants, banks, hospitals, schools
and small businesses. When current
customers move into a local city,
Current will follow. “We will go in
just for specific customers, but we
don’t necessarily market in bigger
cities, where everything is a bit more
cutthroat,” says sales representative
Amanda Brown. “We just tend to our
local rural businesses.”
While the dealership started out
selling office machines and still
concentrates on machine sales today,
supplies was a natural extension
and the offer now includes furniture
and janitorial items. The dealership
has retail stores in Bryan, Ohio and
Hillsdale, Michigan, but commercial
sales is by far the greatest part of
the business. “Retail helps when
customers can come in and pick stuff
up, or if they need something the
same day,” says Allen.
Brown suggests that because
Current is a smaller dealer, it has
greater flexibility. “When customers
call in they get to talk to their rep and
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don’t go through a call center,” says
Brown. “Customers have our cell phone
numbers and they can text us or call
us.” When there is that sort of familiarity,
service becomes more personal.
As an example, Current is finding
more customers for what it calls its
“vendor managed supplies” program,
in which it goes to customers’ locations
and manages their supplies inventory.
“They want so many pens, so many
cases of paper and so many binder
clips, and we take care of that for
them,” says Allen. While this type of
service had more or less gone out
of practice over the past couple of
decades, it has started to come back.
“Customers want a more hands-off
approach and they want to be taken
care of,” he adds.
Allen says that Current is on a growth
trend but attributes success to the
services that are offered. “We provide
a service rather than just sell products,”
says Alan. “In our smaller areas, buying
local and supporting local is huge.”
The dealership is also committed to
service to the broader community and
almost everyone supports community
projects in one way or another.
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Key management team members:
Terry Rummel (Owner/CEO), Nicki
Cogswell (COO), Derek Allen
(CFO), Amanda Brown (sales)
Products carried: Office
equipment, office supplies/janitorial,
furniture, custom printing
Year founded: 1991
Annual sales: $6 Million
No. of Employees: 33
Key business partners: Ricoh, S.
P. Richards, SSI
% of sales generated online:
47.5%
For some customers it’s the reporting
that Current offers that cements their
loyalty. “We make it easier for them to
balance their books with the reports
we run for them and they just love it.
They would never consider ordering on
Amazon because they appreciate the
local connection,” says Allen.
As the dealership moves into 2020,
equipment sales remains a top priority.
That effort typically involves finding
new customers and Current’s primary
equipment vendor, Lanier, has helped
by expanding sales territories. New
equipment customers sooner or later
become supply customers as well.
“Once we go in there and deliver toner for
that machine and service it, supply sales
are a natural extension,” adds Allen.
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If you have news to share - email it to
news@IDealerCentral.com

AOPD celebrates growth in Dallas
National and regional accounts
dealer network AOPD held its annual
conference in Dallas earlier this month
under the banner of Engage 2020.
Thankfully, the show fell early enough
in the month to avoid serious disruption
by the coronavirus outbreak, although a
small number of both dealer and vendor
partners were forced to withdraw.
In her opening address, AOPD
president Kim Vogel of Alabama-based
Strickland Companies highlighted
the recent growth of the organization,
pointing to four percent gain in business
this year and 60 percent growth over the
last five years, representing a $30 million
increase in revenue.
She credited that growth, in part, to
the increased marketing efforts by the
organization and encouraged the dealer
members present in the room to further
utilize the tools the group provides to help
build brand awareness.
Next up at the opening session,
Warehouse Direct president John
Moyer spoke to advocate the use of
AOPD’s six national contracts negotiated
with group purchasing organizations
(GPOs) and other groups: NCPA, which
focuses on government contracts;
largescale healthcare specialist

Premier; Affinity Management, which
works with chambers of commerce;
the GSA Schedule 75; and OrthoForum
and GroupSource, both national
organizations working with privately
owned physicians.
Stationers, Inc president Justin
Carpenter then spoke of his dealership’s
success specifically with the Premier
contract, which has generated over
$400,000’s worth of new business with the
GPO. AOPDnational sales manager Tom
Buxton also spoke of the opportunities
that are available through the organization
while sharing some of the success stories
enjoyed by its members.
The traditional general session on the
second day of the show was replaced by
a town hall moderated by INDEPENDENT
DEALER editor and publisher Rowan
McIntyre. The session featured a dealer
panel comprised of Steve Gordon of
Independence Business Supply, Harry
Macey of Perry Office Plus and David
Sass of Source Office and Technology.
There will be a full report on this session in
next month’s issue.
The closing night Awards Dinner saw
a new raft of prizes presented in new
categories. The award for the contracting
dealer with the highest percentage

growth in 2019 went to Kennedy Office,
Raleigh, North Carolina. The contracting
dealer recognized for posting the highest
dollar growth in 2019 was Preferred
Business Solutions, Irving, Texas.
The next two awards were for the
dealers using the NCPA contract. The
highest percentage growth award went
to Warehouse Direct, Mount Prospect,
Illinois; while the dealer with the highest
dollar growth was Keeney’s Office Supply
and Interiors, Redmond, Washington.
Moving on to the Premier contract, the
award for contracting dealer with the
highest percentage growth for 2019 was,
once again, Preferred Business Solutions
and the final dealer performance award
for highest dollar growth on the Premier
contract went to FSIoffice, Charlotte,
North Carolina.
The evening also saw Shawn Menke
from Office Essentials presented with
the President’s Award for Dealer of the
Year, while Joe Templet of Essendant
took home Business Partner of the Year,
in recognition of their support for AOPD
and the independent dealer community.
Templet also received a well-deserved
special mention as he retires from the
industry after a career spanning seven
decades (see news story on page 16).

Left pic (l-r) : AOPD national sales manager Tom Buxton; Beth Freeman, FSIoffice; Andrew Atkinson, Preferred Business Solutions; Joe Breczka,
AOPD director of business development; John Moyer, Warehouse Direct; Charlie Kennedy, Kennedy Office. Middle pic (l-r): Angela Sumner Price,
AOPD director of national operations and marketing; Shawn Menke, Office Essentials; Kim Vogel, AOPD president; and Mark Leazer, AOPD executive
director. Right pic: Essendant’s Joe Templet with Sumner Price, Vogel and Leazer.
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SPR opens new headquarters, postpones event
Wholesaler S.P. Richards has
officially opened its new corporate
headquarters in Atlanta, just seven
months after a fire destroyed its former
head office and distribution center.
A ribbon-cutting ceremony was held
in late February during the company’s
national sales and operations
meeting. The new premises houses
all corporate employees, an on-site
national customer service team, a
newly focused inside sales team and a
state-of-the-art training room.
“We were fortunate to find the
ideal space and location for our
employees, customers and partners
following the fire at our former
headquarters building last summer,”
said CEO Rick Toppin.
“Our new work environment, featuring
an open space concept with a great
deal of collaborative workspace, will

provide operational efficiencies across
the organization and help us serve our
key stakeholders.”
The company also has reluctantly
decided to postpone an important
business and fundraising event
scheduled for later this month.
The annual Supplier Summit and
Heritage of Hope meeting in support

of City of Hope was due to take place
in Florida March 24-25. The wholesaler
said that, due to coronavirus health
concerns and travel bans across
many companies within the business
products industry (including City of
Hope staff), it was postponing the
event, but hopes to reschedule later
this year.

»

Organized
Environments
Made
EASY.
Quality Built Since 1962

Cabinets
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Xerox to postpone
Industry ‘legend’ Joe Templet retires
HP activity

Xerox has placed a hold on its
attempts to acquire HP Inc.
“In light of the escalating
Covid-19 pandemic, Xerox
needs to prioritize the health
and safety of its employees,
customers, partners and
affiliates over and above all
other considerations, including
its proposal to acquire HP,”
said CEO John Visentin in a
press release.
“As we closely monitor
reports from government and
healthcare leaders across the
globe and work with colleagues
in the business community to
minimize the spread and impact
of the virus, we believe it is
prudent to postpone releases
of additional presentations,
interviews with media and
meetings with HP shareholders
so we can focus our time and
resources on protecting Xerox’s
various stakeholders from the
pandemic.”
Xerox added that it does
not consider the recent stock
market decline—including the
“circuit-breaker” procedures
that temporarily halted
trading twice in the past few
sessions—to constitute a
failure of any condition to its
offer to acquire HP.
Xerox’s decision comes in the
wake of the unanimous vote by
the HP board to recommend that
its shareholders do not tender
their shares in relation to Xerox’s
recent acquisition proposal.
In another development, the
CEO of Canon Fujio Mitarai has
said his company will end its
long-standing supply agreement
with HP if Xerox is successful
in its attempts to acquire the
U.S.-based print and PC giant.
MARCH 2020

Industry stalwart Joe Templet will retire at the end of this month following a career
spanning seven decades.
Templet’s final day at Essendant will be March 31, bringing to an end a 35-year
association with the wholesaler. He was recruited by United Stationers in 1985 to
serve as VP of sales at Johnson & Staley, a large writing instrument, art supplies
and college bookstore products company. Since then, Templet has held various
positions of increasing responsibility at the company, which ultimately led to his
current role as SVP of trade development.
Templet’s career began in 1968 when he joined Procter & Gamble Company
fresh out of college to work in its consumer paper products business. He moved
to Polaroid in 1973 and then to Parker Pen in 1982, where he became general
manager of U.S. operations.
Over the course of his career, Templet has been actively involved in industry
associations and with the City of Hope. In 2013, he was the recipient of the first
City of Hope Hall of Fame Award; in 2016, he received the prestigious Spirit of Life
Award; and he was presented with the 2018 Lifetime Achievement Award by the
Business Solutions Association.
Essendant president Harry Dochelli paid tribute to Templet. “All of us at
Essendant will miss Joe’s boundless energy and passion to provide stellar service
for our customers,” he said.
“During his time at Essendant, countless associates turned to Joe as a friend and
mentor. Without a doubt, Joe has established himself as a ‘legend’ in our industry.
He was one of the biggest voices for customer experience at Essendant and has
gained immeasurable amounts of respect from customers and manufacturers alike
across the industry. Joe truly viewed his customers and his associates as part
of his family. He was the embodiment of Essendant’s values, and he will be truly
missed—though we wish him well on this new chapter.”

»
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Floortex USA appoints office
products sales chief

Surface protection mat specialist Floortex has appointed a
new sales leader for the office products channel in the U.S.
Taking on the role of director of sales, office products
channel, for Floortex USA is experienced executive
George Ansier (left).
Ansier has more than 25 years of experience in the
office products sector and joins Floortex from workplace
products supplier Alba, where he was managing director
of its North American operations. He represented Floortex
at OfficeMax while working for Great Lake Sales/Highlands
and has also held senior positions at Hunt Manufacturing,
Duo Tang, Storex Industries and Scenario.
Ansier has now taken over responsibility for the
management and development of Floortex USA’s office
products business, including e-commerce initiatives within
the channel. This is a new role at Floortex, providing extra
support “on the ground” in the U.S. for company CEO
Steve Bull.

Clover announces new partner program, plants trees
Remanufactured ink and toner
company Clover Imaging Group has
launched a partner program called the
Clover Imaging Alliance (CIA).
The supplier said the program—
which is by invitation only—is aimed
at enabling imaging resellers to
maximize growth and profits. It also
suggests it will offer “maximum
flexibility through solutions that help…
handle fluctuations in the market and
businesses’ purchasing behaviors.”
Clover Imaging Group president
Eric Martin said CIA would help
sellers “more effectively navigate
the changeable imaging market,”
adding: “[It] provides our valued
partners significant discounts and
premium access to services that help
them pivot as needed to improve
profitability and gain market share.”
The program offers discounts
on a range of services that Clover
provides, as well as account credit
and equipment financing options. In
return, resellers must fulfill a number
of requirements, according to the
CIA web page. These include a
MARCH 2020

minimum monthly spend of $10,000,
having Clover Imaging as the primary
vendor for the aftermarket, signing a
non-disclosure agreement and showing
positive quarter over quarter growth.
Clover Imaging has also announced
that over 600,000 trees have been
planted in at-risk forests throughout
the world through its close partnership
with sustainability innovator
PrintReleaf.
“At Clover, we take environmental
responsibility very seriously,” said
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Martin “It’s not just something we do;
it’s a value we instill at all levels of
our corporate culture. We’ve worked
hard to educate everyone in our
supply chain about the importance
of sustainability—not only by
leading through example, but by
creating simple, innovative ways
they can make a difference. Now,
the excitement is taking hold among
our valued partners and as their
commitment grows, our sustainability
efforts are expanding exponentially.”
PAGE 17
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Whitney Brothers introduces Nature View
Play House Cube and Floor Mat Set
Furniture brand Whitney Brothers has introduced the Nature View Play
House Cube and Floor Mat Set, a variation on its popular play house
cube first introduced over 14 years ago and the newest item in its
biophilia-inspired Nature View furniture collection for Early Learning
environments.
Inspired by the trend of bringing nature into the classroom, the set
provides an indoor classroom retreat for earlier learners. It includes a fitted
green floor mat and features safe, shatterproof acrylic sidewalls imprinted
with an image of wild flowers in a field that provides maximum visibility for
adult supervision.
The Nature View Play House Cube and Floor Mat Set satisfies every
state requirement for a dedicated quiet space in Early Learning classroom
environments and coordinates with all other pieces in the brand’s exclusive
Nature View collection, the first furniture collection in the Early Learning
market to incorporate biophilia design.
“Whitney Brothers developed and brought the first play house cube
to market over 14 years ago, a product that enjoyed instant popularity,
spawned numerous imitations and yet remains a current top seller in our
portfolio,” said Mike Jablonski, company president. “Our new Nature View
Play House Cube
and Floor Mat Set
is an innovative
variation on our
own successful
product foundation
that best illustrates
the award-winning
design originality
our brand
embodies.”
For more
information, visit
www.whitneybros.
com.

Victor Technology
adds a corner model to
standing desk line

Victor Technology recently introduced a
new adjustable cubicle standing desk to its
collection. The DCX650 features a compact
15” frame depth which allows it to easily fit
on a standard 24” deep corner cubicle desk.
The DCX650 has a two-tier design which
includes a large 35” wide by 20” deep upper
desk surface that can be raised 20” above
the desktop for ergonomic placement of
single or dual monitors. It is accompanied
by a 34.5” by 12” deep removable keyboard
tray that can be raised 15”, accommodating
users up to 6’ 1”.
Other features include a gas spring
that allows for smooth and easy height
adjustment, enabling the unit to go from
sitting to standing in seconds with just a
squeeze of the lever.
Victor will drop ship the DCX650, as well
as other Victor standing desks, to anywhere
in the contiguous 48 states at no extra
charge. For more information on Victor’s
standing desks, visit www.victortech.com/
standing-desks or call 1-800-628-2420.

In memoriam: Jean Baumgarten

INDEPENDENT DEALER is saddened to learn of the passing of Jean Baumgarten,
matriarch of the family-run office products vendor Baumgartens.
Jean passed away February 14 at the age of 94 after a short illness. She had
been involved in the business set up by her parents-in-law for more than 60 years,
becoming president in 1988. She worked closely alongside her husband, the late
Hans Baumgarten and for the past 23 years, their son, David, who is the company’s
current EVP.
A funeral service for Jean was held on February 17 at Crest Lawn Memorial Park in
Atlanta, Georgia.
We extend our deepest sympathy to David and the whole of the Baumgarten family.
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NOPA
News

NOPA Update
By: Mike Tucker, president and CEO of NOPA

Happy March—spring has sprung (hopefully)! The season you feel
like whistling, even if your shoes are full of slush!
Question: Have you checked out the NOPA website lately? If not,
you should!
In the last year, the site has had nearly 400,000 visits/hits. Our
Amazon Library has enjoyed over 2,400 hits and the Amazon Data
Feed (which updates prices three times a week on office products
sold on Amazon) even more.
NOPA has been working hard over the last few months to provide
new information and education on topics of importance to our
members. Here are some things you really should check out in
addition to the fantastic Amazon Library:
2019 Sales Force Benchmarking Report: This report allows dealers
of all sizes to easily compare sales force policies and procedures with
their peers.
2019 OFDA Dealer’s Choice Survey Report: A carefully structured,
anonymous dealer poll that measures six functional areas of
manufacturer performance that are of greatest importance to a
diverse cross-section of dealers throughout North America.
BidDesk Analytics: Provides free access to competitor pricing on
top public sector contracts.
In addition, we have a number of different technology and
advocacy webinars you really should check out. They include:
• The dangers of selling counterfeit, gray and black-market
imaging supplies
Allen Westerfield, president, Imaging Supplies Coalition
• Top five critical elements to profitably grow public sector business
John DiPisa, founder and CEO, BidDesk Analytics
• Cyber attacks: Is your business protected?
Juan Fernandez, CIO, ABM Federal
• Welcome to the jungle
Tricia Judge, executive director, International Imaging and
Technology Council
We know you’re busy, so we’ve made these webinars conveniently
available on our Member Resources menu to view at your leisure.
Stay tuned for more webinars in 2020. Something new will be
coming out every month. We will also be expanding our range of
topics to include furniture and Jan/San, as well as government
advocacy updates on GSA and Amazon. We also welcome your
suggestions for new topics!
Thank you for your support of NOPA!
Mike Tucker is CEO of NOPA. For more information on these or any
other NOPA programs, please contact Mike at mike@iopfda.org
DECEMBER 2019
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2020 Small Business Advocacy Fly-in

March 23-25, 2020 | Capitol Skyline Hotel | Washington, DC
Join the Independent Office Products & Furniture Dealers Association (IOPFDA) as we
converge on Washington, D.C. to lobby on behalf of the industry’s needs. You’ll be placed
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GSA Schedules and Consolidation
Amazon/ NDAA Pilot
Counterfeits
Tax Cuts
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Amazon/ Anti-Trust
AbilityOne
Cyber Security
and more!

The Independent Office Products and Furniture Dealer Association welcomes
and appreciates the support of our vendors. Don’t miss the opportunity to
build brand awareness among more than 800 industry professionals! Consider
becoming a sponsor of the 2020 Small Business Advocacy Fly-in.
The deadline to register and reserve your sponsorship for the 2020 Small
Business Advocacy Fly-in is March 10, 2020. Reserve your spot now!

REGISTER NOW!
MARCH 2020
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The latest dealer technology can improve
operations and increase profitability in so many
ways. Here is a look at the most popular systems
and the dealers that use them.
By Michael Chazin

Technology for dealers has evolved and
today offers excellent opportunities to
manage dealer operations. From the front
end, where customers view products
and enter orders, to the backend, where
purchasing, invoicing and all operations
are managed, the latest systems offer
numerous competitive advantages.
How important is technology to dealer
operations? Chip Jones, president at
Minton Jones of Norcross, Georgia, says
cash is key. “You have to invest in it and
you have to have a good system.” The
system must include online options that
customers are already familiar with. “We
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have a lot of competition out there and
updating technology is one of the most
important investments we can make.”
IQ Total Source in Phoenix has just
added eight core values and one of
them revolves around technology. “We
really pride ourselves on adapting new
technologies,” says Levi Scott, operations
manager. “If we know we’re limited by a
specific technology or platform, we want
to explore operations to make sure our
processes don’t break down.”
What follows are profiles of dealers
using technology and the benefits they
derive.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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BMI: ERP system manages
multiple businesses

When Storey Kenworthy, Des
Moines, Iowa, went looking for an
ERP system almost a decade ago,
staff reviewed virtually every system
available on the market. At that
time it settled on the system from
Business Management International
(BMI) to manage its supplies, print/
promo, facility and breakroom and
transactional furniture businesses.
While more than one system had
advantages, the BMI software was
based on Microsoft Dynamics NAV
and could be easily updated, and
contained the benefits and features
Storey Kenworthy wanted.
Personnel from BMI were on site
when the system went live originally to
make sure that all the modules were
working properly and to handle initial
training. Learning materials were
available online and support available
over the phone.
Since the BMI system was originally
installed, the need for support has
evolved. Storey Kenworthy employees
are more familiar with operations.
“Nowadays the developer has a ticket
system where we send an email and
open the ticket and we can add the
appropriate priority to the ticket,” says
Ryan Sup, support services manager.
He adds that with familiarity, the ticket
list has gotten a lot shorter.
On the backend, BMI provides one
integrated system to manage sales,
purchasing, inventory and financial
management. “The backend runs
the business—what we buy from the
wholesaler, what we stock, customer
set-up, purchase orders and so much
more,” says Sup.
The backend offers a wide range of
reporting and analysis possibilities.
“With the click of a button you could
look at any item table or customer
table and send it to Excel,” says Sup.
Once the data is in Excel it can be
manipulated in any of number of ways.
An Excel add-on called Jet Reports
MARCH 2020

can also be used to pull data out of
the system and import it back in. “The
BMI backend system makes it easy to
import and export tables,” he adds.
Equally important for the dealership
is BMI’s website and e-commerce
capabilities. “Somewhere between 80
and 90 percent of our orders come
through our website,” says Sup.
The appearance of the Storey
Kenworthy webstore is controlled
by the dealership and templates are
employed to provide an attractive
shopping environment. Although
the wholesaler tends to set search
parameters, there is some freedom
to manipulate search results. “We are
able to manipulate results so that some
of our preferred vendors and stock
items come up first,” says Sup.
Non-wholesale items can be quickly
added to the offering by inputting part
numbers, descriptions and costs. “If
you want to have a picture and content
for online, that takes a little longer to
build manually,” says Sup. “But for
larger imports there is a template
INDEPENDENT DEALER

where you fill in information from Excel
to build the items in your backend and
at the same time it builds the content
on your customer-facing website.”
Working with BMI has made Storey
Kenworthy more flexible. When there
is a need or desire for a process that
doesn’t yet exist, BMI is very willing to
discuss its development, says Sup,
who has met with them on adding the
ability to let the customer know that
delivery might be extended or that the
item is on back order when an order
is placed. He adds that sometimes
requested changes such as this come
with a price tag.
After taking care of customers,
technology is probably the most
important investment a dealership
can make. “If you don’t stay on top of
technology, you get left behind and
will be out of business eventually,”
says Sup. “Storey Kenworthy invests
the time, money and resources in
technology so we can stay up on the
latest versions of technology to help
run and grow our business.”
PAGE 23
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ECI: System manages
contract furniture sales

When a dealer has multiple businesses,
the best ERP system will run all of those
businesses as part of one system.
“Eakes Office Solutions is a contract
furniture dealer, office products
dealer and janitorial dealer,” says Paul
McKinney, chief operating officer at
the Grand Island, Nebraska-based
dealership. “You can run all three
of these businesses in the DDMS
system.” The one ERP system provides
consistency and stability and runs
warehouse operations, purchasing,
accounting and all other functions for all
the different businesses, he says.
DDMS offers numerous features, but
one that is especially useful at Eakes
is automated wholesaler purchasing.
The system will create purchase orders
and transmit them to the wholesaler
without human interaction based upon
predetermined parameters.
They are sent to the wholesaler
automatically and show up the following
morning wrapped and labeled. Another
very useful feature consolidates and
then uploads updated price files.
An integrated front end that
communicates with the backend
is included with DDMS. McKinney
contends that the look of the
website and the features it offers are
competitive with what is out there
on Big Box sites. “There are a lot of
features that are custom-tailored
toward B2B customers,” says
McKinney.
One that is used frequently is an
approver system. Customers have
the opportunity to have a department
head or administrative person review all
orders before they get placed with the
dealership. This feature is used heavily
with school systems, for example,
where individual teachers place orders
which must be approved before they
are sent over.
A shared cart feature was recently
introduced. A shopping cart can be
started and other people in the same
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department or business can add items
to that cart. Then an order can be
placed at a predetermined time.
“These types of features make
us competitive with a lot of larger
e-commerce players even though you
wouldn’t expect an independent dealer
in the middle of Nebraska to be able to
compete at this level,” says McKinney.
The front end also features integration
with Eakes’ first-call wholesaler to utilize
its content and search capabilities.
“Because the wholesalers have
invested heavily in this technology and
ECI has partnered with them to provide
it through its e-commerce platforms,
the system is pretty seamless,” says
McKinney. Search is controlled by
S. P. Richards, which is the first-call
wholesaler for Eakes. If additional
products need to be included, such as
items offered by Essendant, they can be
added by Eakes.
When ECI made the decision a few
years ago to stop supporting copier
dealers with DDMS, Eakes moved
its managed print business to ECI’s
e-automate program. “E-automate
was probably the premier solution for

copier/managed print dealers, so the
decision was pretty straightforward,”
says McKinney. “To the best of my
knowledge, since DDMS made that
decision, there’s no one system any
more that will support a managed print
dealer who is also an office supply
dealer.”
Learning the system was not too
difficult, but setting up the business
to maintain two backend ERPs—and
have them roll up to one P&L statement
and one balance sheet—was more
difficult. Eakes worked with third-party
programmers who had the skills to
combine the details of these two
systems. “Among other things, we
had some work done to move invoices
out of e-automate into DDMS so that
all of our accounts receivable can be
managed there,” says McKinney.
“One thing that DDMS is doing now
is releasing DDMS Plus,” continues
McKinney. The new offering replaces
the old database structure with an
updated SQL database. “This should
allow ECI to create changes, updates
and enhancements to the system much
more quickly than in the past.”

»
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Get the Visibility You Need
to Fuel Business Growth
Fully integrated, customizable business management and ecommerce site
software automates business processes and is always up to date so you
can focus on building your brand and growing your business.
•

Automated processes

•

Ecommerce optimization

•

Business intelligence and CRM

•

Vendor integrations

•

Cloud-based technology

•

Point of sale

Ready to compete against your biggest market players?
LET’S TALK

»
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www.ecisolutions.com | How business gets done.
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Fortune Web Marketing:
SEO success

Greeno Supply, West Springfield,
Massachusetts, uses Logicblock
software to power its webstore. The
plan is to offer an online presentation
that makes the dealership appear
larger than it is. “Our strategy is to
go out big and broad,” says Craig
Cassanelli, president. The dealership
sells office products, industrial
packaging, safety, material handling,
custom packaging and packaging
machines. Two years ago, Greeno
started to work with Fortune Web
Marketing, at the recommendation
of Logicblock, to help with search
engine optimization and with strategies
associated with building traffic,
obtaining sales leads, working through
software issues and email marketing.
SEO tends to be a collaboration
between Greeno and Fortune Web.
Cassanelli typically prepares one
blog a month and then turns it over
to Fortune to be optimized. “Blog
content depends on what kind of lead
I’m looking for based on the topic,”
says Cassanelli. Fortune Web takes
Cassanelli’s blog and optimizes it so
Google will recognize it and be able to
produce leads. “So far it has worked
well and we’re starting to see some
interesting leads.”
Cassanelli is quick to add that when it
comes to this sort of lead development,
dealers have to manage expectations.
He says that SEO is effective but isn’t
the windfall to produce business that
some dealers might expect. “It is really
about experimentation, what is going
to work and why,” he says. “You learn
from it and move on.”
What he has learned about making
SEO even more productive is the
need to get the best information from
the customer who responds. Blogs
include a form that has to be filled out.
“We learned we have to do a better
job on the type of information we are
asking the customer to include,” says
Cassanelli. The lead is great, but that’s
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just the first step in getting a sale.
Fortune Web also works with Greeno
to purchase Google AdWords on a
regional basis. The first step in this
effort is to determine which supply
items to push and then decide
whether they should be sold on a
local, regional or national basis. “After
giving Fortune that information we
had to come up with a budget,” says
Cassanelli. “Cost-per-click advertising
is expensive so you have to test it
and look at whether there’s actually a
payback.
“Our goal is to increase sales on
a regional basis through getting
leads, and converting leads from our
blogging and from our cost-per-click
program,” Cassanelli continues.
A number of products have been
promoted with Google AdWords; the
most successful ones have been ice
melt and boxes.
Besides expanding the leads that
Greeno gets, Fortune is able to use
Google Analytics to see which items
generate the most interest online.
The research might show the top five
items online and then Greeno can
take action such as manipulating
INDEPENDENT DEALER

the price or publishing a blog on an
item to get more interest and leads.
“The information that Fortune gathers
through Google Analytics is helpful in
determining how to form a strategy for
supply items,” adds Cassanelli.
Most recently Fortune has developed
a way for Greeno to determine whether
a prospective customer is in its
distribution area. The site recognizes
that if the customer’s zip code is
outside the distribution area, then
shipping charges have to be added.
“Most people think that happens
automatically, but some actions have
to be done in the background in the
software settings before that actually
happens,” says Cassanelli.
He says that Fortune helped make
this possible by working with the
developer of the Logicblock software.
When Cassanelli talks to Logicblock
about issues, he frequently ends up
speaking with a programmer who
generally only speaks programming
language. “Fortune is able to be the
translator between me and the software
people to help me understand how to
better use the software for our company
and our customers.”
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GOPD: Finding technology
in your own backyard

When Minton Jones Co., Norcross,
Georgia, went looking for a technology
provider about 15 years ago, it settled
for one in its own backyard. “I was
friends with the owners and they were
working on a project with me,” says
Chip Jones, president and CEO. That
company was GOPD and Minton Jones
became one of the first customers to use
the GOPD shopping cart.
“We chose GOPD because of its
many years of industry experience,”
says Jones. “Owners Donna Snyder
and Jack Duncan offer a hands-on
understanding of the dealer experience.
They understand the independent
dealer business and challenges that
dealers face. A team of office product
industry veterans is available to answers
questions, identify unique solutions and
offer industry best practices.”
The shopping cart that GOPD offers
might be the best feature of the system,
as far as Minton Jones is concerned.
“That’s what we use the most. We use
it to help pricing structure and we use
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it for bids,” says Jones. The cart allows
for easy customization. For example,
instead of the cart being identified as
Minton Jones, it gets labeled with the
name of the customer.
The website is fully customizable
so that when that customer logs in
to place an order, the appearance
doesn’t suggest Minton Jones. Instead,
it appears that they’re still on their own
corporate site. “We can put in items that
the customer wants their people to see,”
says Jones. It is also possible to restrict
what employees see, so offers and
promotions might not be visible.
Going along with this approach, which
offers customers greater involvement
in their own purchasing, two levels
of approval are available. Both an
approver and a super-approver can be
set up. “A lot of customers want to look
at what their people are buying and
this makes it easy for them to approve
orders,” says Jones.
When the opportunity recently
arose to win business from the State
of Georgia, Jones naturally turned to
GOPD for assistance. Jones recognized
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that to compete, he would have to offer
full coverage of the state. He quickly
put together a group with three other
dealers that could cover the entire state
with one footprint.
The group, MY Georgia Office
Products (MYGAOP), put in a bid and
won the second position. Staples won
the first position and Office Depot was
completely shut out. “We needed a
shopping cart and a system that could
collect all the orders as well as handle
pricing and bookkeeping,” says Jones.
“So we went to GOPD and it came up
with a system for us to use.”
The system was set up the same as
it would for just one dealer, but four
dealers are actually on the system.
“GOPD could do everything and
provide all the reporting for the state,”
says Jones. “It had the functionality that
we needed.”
Investing in technology is one of the
most important steps a dealer can take,
suggests Jones. “You have to have
a good system, and the system has
to be able to perform the actions that
consumers expect when they buy online.”
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Logicblock: Dealership gets
a boost with online sales

McCord Business Supply in
Logansport, Indiana, started out with
just a few office products offered by
McCord Inc, which is primarily a home
center and lumberyard. It started to
sell toilet paper, paper towels, cleaning
supplies and gradually more office
supplies.
After the local Staples closed some
seven years ago, the effort became
more serious. “When we learned they
were leaving, we brought more office
supplies into our store,” says Mike
McCord, president. “We also hired a
copy print shop manager from Staples.”
It was close to five years ago that
McCord first encountered Logicblock
at an event in Las Vegas hosted by
Essendant. Close to 15 different
vendors were there representing
e-commerce software, but only two
systems checked off all the boxes that
Essendant had recommended. “We
saw the Logicblock product, and that it
was a good fit for what we were doing,”
says McCord. “So then we brought
e-commerce onto our package of
offerings for our customers.”
Training on the Logicblock system
is self-directed. An online portal
provides numerous training videos that
give a general orientation to system
operations. When questions arise, an
answer is as close as the telephone.

“They show you how you could easily
adapt your database to help people
search,” says McCord.
McCord finds Logicblock provides
a number of features that make the
system especially effective, starting
with the ability of customers to develop
a list of favorites. “It’s a very efficient
way for customers to maintain their
supplies,” says McCord. ”It’s very
customer friendly and saves us
needing extra employees.”
Search engine capabilities on
Logicblock are another feature that
McCord finds particularly useful. The
search engine is all-encompassing
and makes it easy for customers to find
what they’re looking for. “If they type in
‘Charmin toilet paper’ and five different
types are available, they get exactly
what they want. That’s a homerun,”
adds McCord.
As a smaller dealer, McCord finds
the fact that Logicblock partners
with MarketXpert to provide price
comparisons another online benefit.
When a customer places an order,
they can see comparable pricing for
competitors, set by the dealership.
“They don’t have to leave our site to
do this,” says McCord. “They can see
prices from five different sellers and see
that ours is better.”
McCord believes the Logicblock
system has saved the dealership
an incalculable amount of time and

improved sales efforts. The system
allows special pricing to be applied to
every customer and at the same time
highlights sales trends.
For instance, it can show that
churches typically buy toilet paper,
hand soap and floor cleaner. If,
suddenly, one buys pens and Scotch
tape but no toilet paper or paper towels,
it opens the door for salespeople
to concentrate on pushing janitorial
supplies to that one church and
office supplies to the other churches.
“It’s a whole new world for outside
salespeople,” says McCord.
“Logicblock allowed us to increase
our volume in office supplies and Jan/
San,” he continues. The wholesaler
delivers office products every day—not
twice a week like hardware—so
customers invariably receive orders
the next day. And the dealership is a
lot more efficient in processing orders,
which has led to improved profit
margins. Even better, all of these gains
were possible without the need to hire a
computer programmer.
“We have had computers for
years, but this gives us e-commerce
capabilities. That is so different from
the bricks and mortar side of our
business,” says McCord. “We have
the best of all worlds and Logicblock
really made it happen, because there
is nothing in the hardware industry
this advanced.”

»
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Technology Targeting Cancer
For more than 100 years, City of Hope has pioneered cancer and diabetes research and treatment
around the world. Today, City of Hope researchers like Ammar Chaudhry, M.D., are continuing to
challenge conventional practices and applying targeted therapies and techniques such as “theranostics” –
a noninvasive technology used to assess not just a few tumors, but every cancer site throughout the
body, which could shorten treatment duration and diminish side effects.
For nearly four decades, the National Business Products Industry has helped raise more than
$200 million to ignite lifesaving research at City of Hope. Join us for the 2020 REINVENT HOPE
campaign as we honor Stephanie Dismore of HP. To learn more on how you can get involved,
visit CityofHope.org/nbpi.

S AV E T H E DAT E
BOB PARKER MEMORIAL
GOLF OUTING AT KIAWAH

J & B CHARITY
SPORTSMAN EVENT

Hosted by Office Partners
April 19 to 22, 2020
Dream Lake Lodge
Livingston, Alabama

Hosted by International Paper
May 11 to 12, 2020
Ocean Course and The Kiawah Resort
Kiawah, South Carolina

AVERY SUPPLIER SUMMIT
& GOLF OUTING
April 22 to 23, 2020
Monarch Beach Golf Club
Dana Point, California

AFFLINK SUMMIT CONFERENCE,
EXHIBITOR SHOW AND RAFFLE
June 7 to 10, 2020
Gaylord Opryland Resort
Nashville, Tennessee

2020 REINVENT HOPE
campaign
Honoring Stephanie Dismore
Senior Vice President and
Managing Director
HP North America

For more information on City of Hope’s National Business Products Industry,
visit CityofHope.org/nbpi or contact Matt Dodd at mdodd@coh.org.

FEBRUARY 2020

CityofHope.org
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OPSoftware: Price
intelligence fuels growth

Up until a few years ago, the business
at Supplies Now, Greenacres,
Florida, was exclusively government
sales. More than a decade ago, the
dealership first got involved with
OPSoftware for market intelligence and
used its cross-reference database.
“This gave us the ability to load in
spreadsheets of competitive bids for
state and local governments,” says
owner John Cheatham. He would input
a spreadsheet and the system would
output cross-reference numbers for
Supplies Now to use.
That business evolved to largely
federal government sales and then
in early 2017 Supplies Now started
a B2B business to serve small and
medium-sized businesses in Southeast
Florida. Cheatham started up again
with OPSoftware a little before starting
the B2B business.
“It was gathering pricing intelligence
for the federal government and it was
able to provide me with a competitive
pricing analysis,” says Cheatham. That
data is used internally and helps to set
Supplies Now prices that are listed on
the GSA website.

When it comes to federal government
sales, the software is used primarily
internally. Supplies Now looks at
comparative prices and then sets its own
prices to be competitive. When federal
customers review an item on the GSA
site, every contractor that offers that item
is shown with its pricing. Supplies Now
reviews the prices to determine how it will
price its federal offering.
The software is easy to use,
says Cheatham, but he relates the
experience of many small independent
dealers when he says that he wears
many hats and often refers to specialist
staff at OPSoftware to help set up
operations or run reports.
For B2B sales the Market Xpert
software is used to set prices at five
percent better than the competition.
The only exception would be if the
designated competitor were selling
an item at or below cost; then items
are priced for a ten percent gross
profit. Pricing can be set at any
predetermined level against any Big
Box competitor or online seller.
When customers visit the Supplies
Now website, hosted by Logicblock,
and search for an item, they are
shown the dealership’s price and

the price for the same item from the
competition. “There’s no need to visit
the competition’s website to see what
they charge; we’re going to show it to
you live on our site,” says Cheatham.
In those instances where the
competitive price is lower, customers
only see the Supplies Now price. “We
don’t point out where we might be more
expensive, but we certainly point it out
on the majority of items where we are
less expensive than they are,” says
Cheatham.
The Market Xpert software includes
a robust cross-reference routine that’s
used internally on a regular basis.
When a product is out of stock or shows
a low inventory position, the routine will
bring up a comparable item that could
be sold. If branded paper towels were
out of stock, for instance, the system
would bring up a house brand that the
salesperson would then suggest.
Software to provide competitive
information and manage dealers’
operations is readily available and the
barrier to entry is much lower than it
was a decade ago. “With Market Xpert
and Logicblock you can get started
pretty quick for a small out-of-pocket
fee,” says Cheatham.

»
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Prima: Improved back
end control

Yuletide Office Solutions, Memphis,
Tennessee, had been searching for
a new technology provider for more
than five years. “We looked at the
different systems and whether they
would work for our needs,” says Chris
Miller, president. “We were looking
for an all-in-one system that could do
everything.”
That didn’t quite come to pass, but
the system that Yuletide ended up with
turned out to be a vast improvement
over what had been used for many
decades. At the EPIC show in 2018,
Yuletide ran into a British company,
Prima, which was just starting out in the
U.S. market. “We began talking with
them, did some demos and began the
migration process, which took some
time,” says Robert Phillips, director of
marketing. “We ended up going live
with them in August of last year.
“We were looking for a backend that
would work better and more tightly with
our Logicblock storefront,” continues
Phillips. Prima was open to integration
projects that the previous backend
provider wouldn’t allow. Discussion
became more serious and Yuletide
gained confidence in Prima’s ability to
offer an improved technology solution.
“Everything aligned to make it a good
decision for us,” says Phillips.
Yuletide realized that the transition
was not going to be easy. “When you’re
coming off a system that you’ve been
using for 30-plus years, you anticipate
a challenge,” says Phillips. A training
team was available throughout the day,
either by phone or through an online
portal, to help with the transition. There
are also numerous tutorials built into
the Prima system that can be accessed
with the touch of button.
One of the best features is Prima’s
ability to simplify order tracking, says
Phillips. Employees can quickly track
all documents associated with an
order through the links area. “You can
quickly look up sales orders, POs,
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invoices, dispatch notes, delivery notes
and more,” says Phillips. “It’s very
good at harnessing data and making
it easily accessible as opposed to
having to open multiple screens.” A
customizable dashboard makes it easy
for an employee to modify the view;
salespeople regularly use a back-order
report where all sales documents are
readily available.
The technology partnership Yuletide
has established resulted in strong
bonds between the dealership and
its software providers. “It has been a
nice partnership between the three of
us,” says Phillips. Prima is always on
hand to answer issues that Yuletide
might struggle with and has helped
reduce reliance on third-party software.
“Invoices and statements go through
Prima, whereas we had to have a
separate platform with our previous
system that was often unreliable,”
adds Phillips.
Logicblock is completely
customizable, SEO friendly and
INDEPENDENT DEALER

responsively designed so it readily
displays on mobile devices. “It has
been a great tool for us,” says Phillips.
Orders placed on Logicblock go into
an FTP folder and get pulled into Prima
almost immediately.
The reduction of third-party software
isn’t always possible and sometimes
that software opens additional
desirable possibilities. “We recently
adopted a live chat function because
people often don’t want to pick up the
phone,” says Phillips. “The software
integrates nicely with our technology;
it’s a tool we’ve enjoyed and we plan to
continue using it.”
The switch to a new technology
provider was a challenge, according
to Miller. So many changes were
unanticipated and training was
required to get employees comfortable
with operations and how the new
system worked. “But it has made us
more efficient, and it will continue to
make us more efficient down the road
as we continue to improve,” adds Miller.
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Thalerus: System came
highly recommended

IQ Total Source, Phoenix, has been
using Thalerus since it started up
in 2009. “When the dealership
opened, it got feedback from other
independents and everybody we talked
to recommended Thalerus,” says Levi
Scott, operations manager. “We use
everything outside of the accounting
portion, where we still use Quick Books.”
The biggest learning curve to get
started with Thalerus VIBENet, says
Scott, is to understand how a typical
supply chain works in the office products
industry. “Once you understand that,
Thalerus is pretty intuitive,” he says.
Next, the biggest challenge is to
understand how each of the modules
works and how they interact.
A robust help center that is fully
indexed and searchable is embedded
in the software that provides
self-service assistance to navigate the
main modules. “If you have questions
on a module, you click on the help
icon and there are documents and
walkthroughs that explain how each of
them work,” says Scott.
If questions remain unanswered,
additional help is just a phone call
away. “Whenever there is a new
module, they walk us through it,” he
adds. A ticketing system is designed to
answer questions that the help center
doesn’t address. “Thalerus is very
receptive to feedback and suggestions
for updates,” he adds. “Their flexibility
and willingness to add new features to
accommodate our customers has been
incredible.”
One IQ customer operates a
franchised janitorial service, which
cleans locations for businesses. Those
businesses purchase the cleaning
supplies, but the janitorial service
wanted the purchase set up so those
customers couldn’t see pricing.
“Thalerus created a toggle switch
that turned off that pricing for each
individual user,” says Scott. “That was
crucial for us to win the business.”
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“The biggest game changer for IQ
has been the inventory module,” says
Scott. When he first came on board
at IQ almost five years ago, inventory
was being managed with a Google
application. Thalerus embeds inventory
directly into the IQ supply chain and
manages inventory counts, keeps track
of inventory locations in the warehouse,
prints pick tickets and handles
transfers.
“The amount of features they rolled
out for managing inventory has been
huge,” says Scott. Not only has this
resulted in less shrinkage, but the
module also manages expiration dates
on the growing number of perishable
items in inventory.
On the front end, Thalerus provides
an easy-to-use and responsive web
store for IQ customers. One of the
best features is the design portal.
“Somebody without any coding
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experience would be able to design a
website through the portal,” says Scott.
A variety of templates are available
and a website can be created just by
dragging and dropping elements onto
the template. “It is extremely simple for
a dealer to create a site,” adds Scott.
The best part of the system might
be on the backend, where unseen
operations guarantee a first-class
experience for customers. “They have
a list of commonly ordered items, which
is fully searchable and takes them
all at the way from a search to order
confirmation,” says Scott.

Michael Chazin is a freelance writer
specializing in business topics, who
has written about the office supply
business for more than 15 years. He
can be reached at mchazin503@
comcast.net.
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SPECIAL-T’S
SPECIALTY
Building tables, building community
and rebuilding lives
By Lisa Veeck

Any story about table manufacturer
Special-T must start at the beginning.
Otherwise, a fascinating company
history would be missed; but more,
it would be nearly impossible to fully
understand what puts the “special”
in the company’s name. And no one
explains its intriguing start better than
Special-T CEO Steve Rozeboom.
“Following the breakup of the Soviet
Union in the late 1980s, Russia’s
attitude was more or less, ‘You want
democracy? Fine,’” Rozeboom explains.
“In two years, the Soviets figured these
new democracies would come back
to Russia because they had no way to
take goods to market. To help prevent
this scenario, many U.S. missionary and

ministry organizations sent envoys to
help these newly independent countries
figure out how to create revenue—fast.
“The groups would consist of about
ten professionals—a finance person,
a lawyer, a logistics and a marketing
person, etc. Each professional
would meet with 20 to 30 would-be
entrepreneurs at a time, to help them
figure out what they could sell to make
a living and how. It was on one of these
missions that my father hooked up with
a company that made steel tubing.
“At the time, we were an office
furniture dealer, but we eventually
opened a manufacturing plant in
Ukraine and started importing table
bases made of the tubing. We were
able to get a top-quality product at
below-average pricing and they were
able to get goods that people wanted
to market. The business took off and
we sold the dealership to concentrate
on our new business.”
Later, given the quality of resources
and reasonable costs, Special-T
expanded into table tops.

Mr Fix It
Special-T CEO Steve Rozeboom
MARCH 2020

Despite growing up in the office
furniture business, Rozeboom found
his own professional interests turning to
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investment banking, where he excelled
at growing and selling businesses for
impressive profits. Then came 2008.
“I told my dad there was a downward
trend coming and he’d better prepare,”
Rozeboom says. “My dad said, ‘Good
to know. I am waiting for you to come
back to the company and fix it.’”
At first Rozeboom resisted, but at
his father’s insistence, he rejoined the
company later that year, intending
to do what he had done for so many
others—grow the business and sell it
for a nice profit.
And grow the business he did, taking
it from $1.8 million in sales to its current
annual run rate of more than $18
million. What he did not do, however,
was sell the company. Rather, in 2016,
he bought it.

A special culture

When Rozeboom rejoined Special-T, he
wanted to build a culture that catered
to the sales rep. “I grew up as a dealer
sales rep (DSR), so I know firsthand
what they have to put up with in most
companies—all the issues that come
with selling different lines, the warranty
issues, the 48-hour turnaround policies
when what the rep needs is a next-day
solution. So we built our culture starting
PAGE 34
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with the DSR; everything we do is
designed to help them sell and keep
their customers,” he explains.
Rozeboom estimates that about
half of his dealers are independents,
which explains why so many of the
company’s rep-centric programs
directly benefit the IDC.
“For instance, Special-T offers a
program through S. P. Richards, which
stocks our most popular tables, that
makes them available for immediate
delivery through local dealers with no
freight costs,” says Special-T business
development vice president Tatiana
Rodoslavova. “In fact, there are no
freight costs for any orders dealers
place through S. P. Richards’ Furniture
Advantage program.”
Other IDC-favorable programs
Special-T offers include:
• One, five or 15-day delivery on a
broad range of products
• “Good, better, best” product options.
• Fast online product configuration
and instant quotes.
• A fix it first, talk about it later
approach to solving any order
problems.
• A ten-year warranty on both parts
and labor.
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• In-stock inventory of more than
550,000 table bases and tops
• Free shipping on table orders over
$5,000 List, and a $150 flat shipping
fee on table orders under $5,000 List
• Access to General Service
Administration, national and state
contracts.
While a rich history, a quality product
at fair pricing and an IDC/DSR- friendly
culture are impressive qualities, to
many it is the company’s ongoing
commitment to the latter half of its
mantra—building community and
rebuilding lives—that makes it truly
special.

A matter of substance

While the Rozebooms found much to
like in Ukraine, they also discovered
rampant drug and alcohol abuse.
Rather than ignore the issue, the
Rozebooms not only faced it head on,
but also took what they learned there
and put it to good use closer to home.
Today, Special-T hires former addicts
who are at least 12 months clean
and who attend regular rehabilitation
meetings and have outside sponsors.
To further help these workers stay
clean, the company holds weekly
INDEPENDENT DEALER

meetings and offers internal mentoring
and other forms of support. Rozeboom
estimates that 40 percent of the
company’s employees are in some
stage of recovery.
“Some of our workers started when
they were a few months clean and
they still work here nine years later,”
Rozeboom says. “In fact, some of those
with former substance abuse issues
are now in top management positions.
Our employees are incredibly loyal; we
pay better than average and have given
them an opportunity they wouldn’t have
otherwise and they are thankful for this.”
Rozeboom’s pride in what these
workers have accomplished is
obvious. However, what he didn’t
realize is just how proud the workers
are of themselves, their work and their
employer— to the point of asking him
to do more to spread the word.
“We always figured there is a reason
it is called Alcoholics Anonymous
and kept this part of our company
history quiet, thinking it was no one’s
business” Rozeboom says. “Yet one
day, some of our workers came to me
saying they want people to know. They
are proud of their work and of what the
company does for them. They want
people to know what it means when

»
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they buy a table from Special-T—that
they are buying more than just a table;
they are helping people. We’ve always
made sure our customers feel they
have friends, even family, in the table
business when they do business with
us. But now our tagline carries even
more meaning: ‘Building Tables,
Building Community and Rebuilding
Lives.’ In fact, we’ve built a whole 2020
campaign around it.”
It’s a campaign that Rozeboom
can already see appeals to today’s
purchasers. “Buyers are getting
younger and this younger generation
wants a reason to buy,” he says. “To
them, a table may be a table. But
especially when they know they are
getting Grade A quality for a Grade C
price, they figure, ‘Why not buy from a
company that makes a difference?’”

“So we opened a 2,000-square-foot
facility in Sofia, Bulgaria. When the
tariffs were raised on China exports,
the pricing of most office furniture
went up 25 percent, but ours didn’t.
We have enjoyed an uninterrupted
supply and now stock more than
550,000 table bases in Atlanta
available for immediate shipment.
Best of all, our customers are getting
commercial-grade top quality for
lower pricing compared to much of the
poorer-quality options from China.”

What unrest?

Despite the recent unrest in Ukraine,
Special-T’s business hasn’t skipped a
beat. In fact, its quality manufacturing
and pricing are better than ever.
“We were tipped off a few years
back that there was going to be
unrest in the area by friends and staff
who suggested we have a backup
manufacturing plan,” Rozeboom says.
MARCH 2020

IDC Advice: Be Prepared

Rozeboom believes the biggest
challenge for the IDC—and the best
way to face it—is to be prepared for a
possible downturn.
“When there is a recession, the big
projects dry up and the sales go to
the middle market,” Rozeboom says.
“During these times, people are not
doing the grandiose big projects. They
are looking for quality and to save
money. Some of the big dealers wait for
the big projects and go bankrupt. But
most of the big guys are quick to swim
downstream when things get tighter.
So the biggest challenge facing the
IDC is recognizing this and protecting
their middle market. The IDC needs
to be prepared to safeguard their
businesses by having a whole-office,
high-quality, middle-priced package—
solid chairs, lighting options, etc. that
offer value propositions similar to our
Special-T tables.”

Lisa Veeck is owner of Clean
Communications, a full-service
content, social media and website
auditing provider. She can be reached
at Lisa@cleancommunications.biz;
phone: 773-484-7412.
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More than
a table...

COMMUNITY BUILDER

When you buy from Special-T, you become
family. With our long history in the industry, we understand your day-to-day challenges and we
built a vendor around your needs. With Special-T, you gain a one-stop resource for over 60 styles of
commercial-grade tables and an array of standard options. You will discover outstanding support
through quick ship programs, CET, MRL, KISP and CAP/Giza space planning tools. Special-T’s fix
problems first ask questions later attitude, 10-year parts and labor warranty, user-friendly online
product configurator, and quote builder make it all very easy. Now, you have family in the table
business.
SpecialT.net
MARCH 2020

888-705-0777
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TECHNOLOGY:

A SALES CRUTCH OR
A SALES TOOL?
By Marisa Pensa

We have all seen coronavirus-related headlines:
• Fears Trigger Closures, Cancellations and
Contingency Plans
• Health Officials Warn Americans to Plan For the
Spread of the Coronavirus in the U.S.
• McCormick Place in Chicago Loses Second
Event to Coronavirus Concern
Panic is in the air. The stock market is swinging up
and down, major conferences around the globe are
being cancelled and some people are being told
to work from home and not go out to see customers
face to face. Yet business must go on for the
independent dealer community and everyone else!
What can we do? How can we guard against
this serious situation (or any other crises lurking in
the wings) that may severely hit our pocketbooks?
It’s time to think outside the box! Let your creative
juices flow in order to figure out how to keep
engaged and grow relationships. More than likely,
it’s time to use the technology at our fingertips in
new ways. Technology can be a powerful sales tool,
but can also act as an unnecessary crutch if we are
not careful.
Fortunately, we have a variety of ways to
connect with our customers. Relationships are key.
They are built over time using multiple modes of
communication. To this day, the most valuable way
to communicate is using the personal touch—by
speaking to someone face to face or on the phone.
The trouble is, making that all-important personal
connection with prospects and customers is not easy.
Here is some advice to help you choose wisely
when it comes to leveraging the latest technology at
your disposal.
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Use technology as a sales tool, not a sales crutch:
1. Use online services and your web camera. If you’re not
able to meet with local prospects in person, there are a variety of
web-hosted services available, such as GoToMeeting, Microsoft
Teams Meeting, Webex, Zoom, Skype, etc. Instead of just using the
phone, use a conference line and the camera feature in order to see
the person you are speaking to. Remember, when you are on the
phone 90 percent of communication is tone and only 10 percent is
the words you say. Without seeing the person on the other end of
the line, you are missing a huge component of the conversation—
body language. By using the camera while conferencing (that
means no meetings in your PJs!), you will be more memorable.
Competitive selling advantage: 80 percent of the sale is you! (Just
20 percent is your company, products, services…and pricing.)
By using the camera feature, you are making sure both you and
the prospect/customer are engaged in the conversation. You are
building relationships. It is much easier to do this when seeing the
person you are speaking to rather than just hearing each other’s
voices. Plus, for a first appointment, most people rely on the phone
and this is something that can differentiate you.

2. Send agenda items with calendar invites. For most sales
professionals, sending calendar invites after meetings for the next
appointment time is second nature. It’s easy, fast and if you are just
sending the invite, with nothing in the comments, it takes all of about
five seconds to do. But does the potential customer understand why
they are speaking or meeting with you again? To stand out from the
crowd, include agenda items within the invite.
What is the main purpose of your discussion? List a couple of
bullet points with even more detail on what you will cover. Also, one
more scheduling tip: If you have a calendar link people can utilize to
schedule a meeting with you, don’t be quick to send your calendar
link to a prospect and expect them to jump through hoops to figure
out when you’re available.
You can include your link as a courtesy backup in case the
INDEPENDENT DEALER
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options you provide don’t work. Example: “Here are two
available dates and times… (Options 1 and 2). As an
alternative, here is a calendar link with added availability,
only if that makes scheduling easier for you.”
Competitive selling advantage: Lead the prospect in the
direction you want them to go. They’ll be less likely to cancel
or reschedule if they are informed and/or intrigued about the
items in your invite for a next call.

information way too early in the call. Ask questions and keep
the conversation going. The offer to send something should
come at the very end of the call. Your sales tools are icing on
the cake, but don’t replace quality conversations.
Competitive selling advantage: Gain more information
on every call by not stopping at the yellow light! It’s just a
warning that the red is coming. Keep going and you’ll gain a
competitive advantage on the phone.

3. Avoid stopping at yellow lights. (This point is most
applicable to inside/digital sales teams). For those selling
in an inside/digital sales environment, a wealth of tools
are available to send, such as online catalogs with the
customer’s login to their favorites list, sample swatches
for the furniture side of the business, company-produced
videos, personalized videos, blogs by the president of your
company, etc.
I hear lots of recorded inside sales calls every single
week and the range of tools can easily become a sales
crutch, rather than extending conversations and asking
questions. As one of my favorite inside sales leaders points
out, sometimes we stop at the yellow light and offer to send

Protect yourself in this anxious time, which may be
affecting the way you normally work. At the same time,
embrace the latest technological tools at your disposal. Use
them wisely and guard against placing more value on them
than you place on yourself and your ability to engage in great
sales conversations.
Good health and good selling to you!
Marisa Pensa is founder of Methods in Motion, a sales
training company that helps dealers execute training concepts
and create accountability to see both inside and outside sales
initiatives through to success. For more information, visit
www.methodsnmotion.com.

BRINGING
CREATIVITY
TO VIRTUAL
SALES
Are fears related to
Coronavirus forcing you to
change the way you sell?
It’s time to get creative with technology
and keep up the momentum.
Join Marisa Pensa (President of Methods
in Motion) and Stacia Skinner (President of
Creative Training Solutions) for three timely,
information- packed webinars from 3:00 to
4:15pm EST each afternoon:
· Webinar 1: March 23, 2020 - 3pm EST
· Webinar 2: March 24, 2020 - 3pm EST
· Webinar 3: March 26, 2020 - 3pm EST

Methods in Motion uses dynamic, interactive, remote or face-to-face training workshops to help
sales teams implement and sustain measurable improvements in the most critical aspects of
sales. All of our workshops are custom tailored to our customers’ everyday sales environments
and are supported by follow-through to ensure successful implementation and accountability.

CALL 678-574-6072 OR GO TO OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.METHODSNMOTION.COM.
MARCH 2020
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The total cost for the series of three 75-minute
sessions is $125.00. Invest in your future
success in these very uncertain times.
Take a proactive position in reactive times!
Registration is limited. Click here to Register.

CALL US! 678-574-6072
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MOBILE

By Kevin Rehberger

WHY
OPTIMIZATION MATTERS:
MOBILE E-COMMERCE
STATISTICS FOR 2020
To say that mobile has had a significant impact on
e-commerce would be an understatement. More people
are getting accustomed to shopping on mobile and mobile
sales are close to overtaking sales from desktops. We’re
at a point where businesses need to tailor their website for
mobile users. Doing so is no longer a recommendation; it’s
an absolute requirement.
To help you understand the impact mobile is making, I’ve
collected some information about mobile growth from the
past few years. These statistics will help you understand the
importance of making thoughtful optimizations to your site.

Mobile sales are taking priority

Each year, more people are using their smartphones and
tablets to buy things online. According to the Pew Research
Center, almost 80 percent of customers shop online right
now. Out of those people, 51 percent of them now use mobile
devices for making online purchases. It’s clear that this is a
method many people are gravitating toward.
The increasing popularity of mobile shopping is clear as
day from the statistics for Black Friday from this past year.
Around $2.9 billion was spent on mobile transactions, and 61
percent of online traffic came from smartphone users. This is
a significant 15.8 percent jump from last year and this growth
is showing no signs of slowing.

People shop on mobile as it saves time

With the massive growth in mobile sales, you might be
wondering why so many people prefer to shop on mobile.
There are several factors, but one of the big ones is
convenience. According to Dynamic Yield, a tech company
centered on personal online experiences, 76 percent of
people shop through mobile because it saves them time.
There are 3.5 billion smartphone users in the world as of
2020 and these people want convenient ways to get things
done. People already use their phones for several tasks each
day, so it’s convenient for them to shop online using those
same devices. As more people understand the convenience
that mobile offers, more people will use it to shop online.
MARCH 2020
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Poor mobile websites create a bad image

As more shoppers get used to shopping on mobile, people
are expecting companies to accommodate them. If a
website isn’t optimized to work on phones and tablets, the
repercussions can be significant. According to Google, 67
percent of shoppers are less likely to work with a brand after
having a poor shopping experience on mobile.
Online shoppers aren’t patient and all it can take is one bad
experience for you to lose out on a potential customer. By
optimizing your website for mobile, your business will appear
more modern and user friendly. This will create a positive
image for your company and will lead to more conversions in
the future.

Mobile customers want personalization

Recent statistics show that mobile customers are attracted
to companies that are in tune with their interests. A 2019
study from Google stated that 63 percent of mobile shoppers
prefer to work with companies that offer recommendations
relevant to their interests. Digital advertising specialist
Instapage stated that personalized recommendations
influence 92 percent of purchases online.
Mobile users like this feature because it makes them feel
that companies want to help them find things that interest
them. It strengthens the relationship between a company
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and its customers, and ensures that they keep working
together. You should keep track of products people are
buying and how much they spend so you can offer suitable
recommendations.

Mobile optimization matters with emails too

While I’ve discussed the importance of optimizing your
website, it’s also important to optimize emails as well. Emails
are important for online sellers, since they can entice your
previous customers to return for another round of shopping.
How does mobile factor in? Studies have shown that
mobile users check their emails three times more often
than regular computer users. And according to BizReport,
80 percent of people will delete an email if it hasn’t been
optimized to be readable on phones.
Email marketing plays a key role in e-commerce, so this is a
pretty big deal. Always take the time to send test emails and
make adjustments if the text isn’t displaying properly on mobile.
Hopefully, I’ve demonstrated that mobile devices have had
a huge impact on e-commerce and that optimizing for mobile
is fundamentally important in today’s business climate.
Kevin Rehberger is a content strategist for Fortune Web
Marketing. To learn more, visit:
https://www.fortunewebmarketing.com.
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By Troy Harrison

“I CAN’T FIND ANY

GOOD CANDIDATES!”
One common refrain that I hear whenever I discuss sales
hiring, whether at a seminar or in a sales strategy review
call, is that the other person: “Just can’t find the good sales
candidates! There aren’t any good people out there to hire,”
they moan!
I always tell them the same thing:
“Yes, they are out there. If you’re not getting good
candidates, it’s something you’re doing or not doing.” It’s
true. I’ve been helping clients hire salespeople for 15 years
now. Hiring salespeople is always the same—it’s a needle
in a haystack proposition, no matter what the job market is
like as a whole. There are needles in every hiring process.
The only difference is the size of the haystack. There are no
magic pools of candidates, no matter what a headhunter
might tell you. With that in mind, let’s talk about how you can
find the right sales candidates for your job.
First, your job has to be attractive and marketable. That
means that you have to have a pleasant workplace, a
good company culture, a reasonable work/performance
expectation (if you’re expecting salespeople to work
a 60-hour week, you’ve lost before you start) and a
compensation plan that appropriately rewards salespeople
at the level of career, experience and performance that you
desire. If you’re missing any of those things, you’re not going
to get the candidates you should.
A word about compensation: Straight commission is dead.
MARCH 2020

1099 contractor sales are even deader! When you attempt to
hire salespeople on one of these plans, you immediately lose
half of your applicant pool—and most likely, those are the half
that you would like to have, because they have options and
are themselves marketable as salespeople.
The best comp packages today have three components:
First, they have a salary. Not a draw, a salary. The salary
should cover the basic necessities of living. I never wanted
my salespeople to be worried about paying rent or putting
food on the table—that creates demotivators, not motivators.
Second, the package should have a commission. The
commission should cover the lifestyle. Yes, you can eat
on the salary, but if you want to eat steak, you’d better sell
something.
Finally, the package should include a bonus for
overperformance. In my opinion, overperformance starts at
120% of quota and above. If your pay package isn’t right,
you’re handicapping yourself in the competition for talent.
Second, you must approach recruiting as a marketing
project, not a human resources project. As a marketer, you
want as many people to know about your job opening as you
possibly can, and you want them to be absolutely dying to
work for you right up until you tell them no.
It’s easy to just have the HR department slap up the job
description on some job boards, but job descriptions don’t
get applicants. Think like a marketer. Your ad (and yes, you
should advertise) should have the following components:
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1. A catchy tagline. You can have the best ad in the world,
but if the tagline doesn’t grab people’s attention, they won’t
click on it.
2. Sales copy. Why is your opportunity worth applying for?
The first two to three paragraphs of the ad should talk about
who your company is, what you’re all about, what you do, a
few tidbits about your success, what the job entails and why
you’re the ideal company to work for. Job descriptions have
none of this. Your first call to action should close this part of
the ad: “If this sounds like you, here’s what we’re looking for.”
3. A bullet point list of some qualifications. What skills/
traits do you need candidates to possess? Don’t think “job
description” here – think “success factors”. What makes your
top people successful? Your list should be relatively short –
six is plenty; eight is probably too many. Make them succinct
and to the point.
4. A bullet point list of what YOU will do for THEM. What
do you bring to the table? Training, benefits, compensation
(more on that in a minute), culture? Why are you an attractive
employer?
5. Money. Always, always, always, include MONEY in your ad.
Like it or not, money is the primary factor that salespeople will
use to decide if you’re for them, so don’t skip it. And no, saying
“a competitive compensation package” doesn’t do anything
for you (have you ever seen an ad stating that they offer
an UNcompetitive compensation package?). Here are the
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figures you need: The salary, the realistic first-year income, the
average income after three years and what the top performer
earns. I know—it can be scary to put that in there. Don’t be
scared. Rest assured that your competitors already have a
good general idea of what you pay.
6. Link to learn more. At the bottom, have a couple of
paragraphs about the company—this can be copied from
your “about us” page on your website—and a link to your
company website.
7. A call to action. Finally, you need a call to action to get
them to apply. It can be as simple as, “We want to hear from
you!” and a link to the online application system.
This is ad format that has consistently generated good flows
of candidates for me and for my clients over a 15-year period,
in hundreds of searches. And if you follow it, it can work for you,
too. Once you get your ad right, then post it. My favorite places
are the paid job board on LinkedIn, InDeed and any other local
sources you can locate. Happy hunting!
Troy Harrison is the author of Sell Like You Mean It! and The
Pocket Sales Manager and a speaker, consultant, and sales
navigator who helps companies build more profitable and
productive sales forces. To schedule a free 45-minute sales
strategy review, call 913-645-3603 or email
troy@troyharrison.com.
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TIME TO GET
THOSE RIGHT
SWIPES
COMING
YOUR WAY
By Rick Marlette

Look, I get it, change is tough; but we
only have two choices: Embrace it and
move forward or give up and fall into
decline. I’m not a quitter and I don’t
think you are either. Sometimes we just
need someone or something to kick
us in the ass and get us moving in the
right direction.
My wife Jill died last year after a
five-year struggle with cancer. It
was devastating. We did everything
together. We sat within touching
distance of each other at work for
almost a decade and not once were
the cops called. We truly were the
epitome of soulmates.
Last summer, my daughters invited
me to spend a long weekend with
them in a mountain cabin. Spending
that weekend talking to them, in that
secluded environment and in this new
phase of my life, was an eye-opening
experience. I realized that I had been
completely oblivious to how much
things had changed when both of my
daughters insisted I start dating again.
What does dating have to do with
anything? Let me explain.
If you’ve never seen one of the more
popular dating apps called Tinder,
prepare yourself. It’s a mind-numbing,
lightning-paced, wooden rollercoaster
experience. I guarantee you’ve seen
someone using Tinder; you just didn’t
realize that was what they were doing.
In one second or less, you’ve been
swiped left and tossed in the dorky
loser pile. A girl will go through over
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100 guys in just a few minutes looking
for that one guy who gets the prized
swipe right. It’s super-fast paced,
instant decisions, with no second
shots. No one gets resurrected from
the dorky loser pile.
So, I asked my daughters, “Is this the
way your generation does everything?”
“Of course, Dad!” they said. Now, both
of my daughters are adults. One owns
her own business and the other is a
schoolteacher. Both shop online for
personal and business.
My next question was, “Would
you buy from a company with a
‘Click-here-to-shop’ link?” In unison,
they yelled, “Left!” Alright then, “Would
you buy from a website that said login
for price?” Again, “Left!”. “How about
not mobile...” They didn’t even let me
finish: “Left!”. I was going to say, “not
mobile friendly.”
Instant decisions, no second
chances, straight into the dorky loser
pile, never to be seen again.
I hate to tell some of you, but
Doris and Otis have retired. They’ve
been replaced by Katlin and Jaden.
You must provide the experience
this generation demands. That
means a top-of-the-line website,
mobile responsive, open-site and
competitively priced. Scrimping and
cutting corners here will cost you, not
save you money.
So, let’s speak honestly about reality,
as my daughters did for me. You think,
“I don’t want that fickle internet shopper;
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I only sell to businesses.” Reality is, she
is a young, up-and-coming, business
owner in your area. She spends
thousands of dollars a month on supplies.
She woke up pissed off at her current
supplier and knows she can do better.
She picked up her smartphone and
started looking for a better boyfriend.
Guess what happened next?
It’s either one of two things, all too often,
for most independents. She couldn’t
even find you; or your site was so poorly
designed and implemented, she couldn’t
figure out how to do business with you. You
have no idea how many times, after telling
people what I do for a living, I hear, “I would
do business with a local independent if I
could find one.” This is killing independents
at a crucial time in history.
Not caring is the easiest thing you
can do. You can sit in your comfy chair,
binge-watching Netflix, convincing
yourself that it’s too much trouble. Sure,
I used to chase after that girl when I was
young, but now I’m old. It’s a lot of work.
I’m not sure what to do. I’m afraid of being
a dorky loser. And that’s when my grown
daughters said, “Quit your whiny-ass
bitching and man up. Sure, it will be scary;
sure you will make mistakes, but it’s the
only way you’re going to learn. We need
you not to give up.”
I guarantee there are people in your
life right now that need you not to give
up either. “I” need you not to give
up. We’re not the dorky losers. We’re
just sometimes oblivious to what’s
happening all around us. If an old fart
who was married for 30 years can
overcome his fear of dating again (it was
truly terrifying), then you can get over
your fear of change and make those
right-swipes happen.
Rick Marlette is the founder of
OPSoftware. He has worked
independently for over 30 years in
various facets of the office products
industry developing specialized programs
and databases for dealers. For more
information contact him at
rickm@opsoftware.com
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NOT A SUBSCRIBER?
Sign Up Now
NOT AN ADVERTISER?
Start Next Month
GOT AN ARTICLE IDEA?
We Want To Hear About It.
Call Rowan
703-531-8507
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